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#1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller The Obstacle is the Way has become a cult classic, beloved by men and women around the world who
apply its wisdom to become more successful at whatever they do. Its many fans include a former governor and movie star (Arnold
Schwarzenegger), a hip hop icon (LL Cool J), an Irish tennis pro (James McGee), an NBC sportscaster (Michele Tafoya), and the coaches
and players of winning teams like the New England Patriots, Seattle Seahawks, Chicago Cubs, and University of Texas men’s basketball
team. The book draws its inspiration from stoicism, the ancient Greek philosophy of enduring pain or adversity with perseverance and
resilience. Stoics focus on the things they can control, let go of everything else, and turn every new obstacle into an opportunity to get better,
stronger, tougher. As Marcus Aurelius put it nearly 2000 years ago: “The impediment to action advances action. What stands in the way
becomes the way.” Ryan Holiday shows us how some of the most successful people in history—from John D. Rockefeller to Amelia Earhart to
Ulysses S. Grant to Steve Jobs—have applied stoicism to overcome difficult or even impossible situations. Their embrace of these principles
ultimately mattered more than their natural intelligence, talents, or luck. If you’re feeling frustrated, demoralized, or stuck in a rut, this book
can help you turn your problems into your biggest advantages. And along the way it will inspire you with dozens of true stories of the greats
from every age and era.
TriomfABRAMS
"Previously published as: Arms and the dudes."
A fascinating volume bringing together research articles on translation and interpreting studies in Africa, written mainly, but not exclusively, by
researchers living and working in the region.
Nominated for the National Book Award, Barry Hannah’s brilliant debut offers “a fresh angle on the great American subject of growing up”
(John Updike). Roiling with love and torment, lunacy and desire, hilarity and tenderness, Geronimo Rex is the bildungsroman of an unlikely
hero. Reared in gloomy Dream of Pines, Louisiana, whose pines have long since yielded to paper mills, Harry Monroe is ready to take on the
world. Inspired by the great Geronimo’s heroic rampage through the Old West, Harry puts on knee boots and a scarf and voyages out into
the swamp of adolescence in the South of the 1950s and ’60s. Along the way he is attacked by an unruly peacock; discovers women, rock
’n’ roll, and jazz; and stalks a pervert white supremacist who fancies himself the next Henry Miller in this “stunning piece of entertainment . .
. vulgar, ribald, and wildly comic” (TheNew York Times). “Hannah writes about adolescence with a rare pizzazz and insight.” —Rolling Stone
Hundreds of full-color throws and grabs make this the black belt of instructional judo books In Judo Unleashed, master coach Neil Ohlenkamp
brings together the form, practice, and grace of this venerable sport in an all-inclusive handbook. From philosophical and technical
foundations through advanced grappling and self-defense techniques, this authoritative guide, with 350 color photos, covers all the bases you
need to refine your technique and gain a deeper understanding of this increasingly popular martial art.
In early 1749 a white woman and a black man are stranded in the wilderness of the South African interior. She is an educated woman, totally
helpless in the wilds. He is a runaway slave. They know only each other. At first their relationship is guarded, poisoned by the black and white
in them both. But hesitantly there emerges between them a fellowship that engulfs their most private selves, as they face the long trek back to
civilisation.
For countless millennia, the dwarves of the Fifthling Kingdom have defended the stone gateway into Girdlegard. Many and varied foes have
hurled themselves against the portal and died attempting to breach it. No man or beast has ever succeeded. Until now. . . Abandoned as a
child, Tungdil the blacksmith labors contentedly in the land of Ionandar, the only dwarf in a kingdom of men. Although he does not want for
friends, Tungdil is very much aware that he is alone - indeed, he has not so much as set eyes on another dwarf. But all that is about to
change. Sent out into the world to deliver a message and reacquaint himself with his people, the young foundling finds himself thrust into a
battle for which he has not been trained. Not only his own safety, but the life of every man, woman and child in Girdlegard depends upon his
ability to embrace his heritage. Although he has many unanswered questions, Tungdil is certain of one thing: no matter where he was raised,
he is a true dwarf. And no one has ever questioned the courage of the Dwarves.
Africa is a huge continent with multicultural nations, where translation and interpretation are everyday occurrences. Translation studies has
flourished in Africa in the last decade, with countries often having several official languages. The primary objective of this volume is to bring
together research articles on translation and interpreting studies in Africa, written mainly, but not exclusively, by researchers living and
working in the region. The focus is on the translation of literature and the media, and on the uses of interpreting. It provides a clear idea of the
state and direction of research, and highlights research that is not commonly disseminated in North Africa and Europe. This book is an
essential text for students and researchers working in translation studies, African studies and in African linguistics.
Donato Francesco Mattera has been celebrated as a journalist, editor, writer and poet. He is also acknowledged as one of the foremost
activists in the struggle for a democratic South Africa, and helped to found both the Union of Black Journalists, the African Writers Association
and the Congress of South African Writers. Born in 1935 in Western Native Township (now Westbury) across the road from Sophiatown,
Mattera can lay claim to an intriguingly diverse lineage: his paternal grandfather was Italian, and he has Tswana, Khoi-Khoi and Xhosa blood
in his veins. Yet diversity was hardly being celebrated at that time. In one of apartheids most infamous actions, the vibrant multicultural
Sophiatown was destroyed in 1955 and replaced with the white suburb of Triomf, and the wrenching displacement, can be felt in Matteras
writing. The story of his life in Sophiatown as told in this essay is intricate. Covering Matteras teenage years from 1948 to 1962 when
Sophiatown was bulldozed out of existence, it weaves together both his personal experience and political development. In telling the story of
his life as a coloured teenager, Mattera takes on the ambitious goal of making us recapture the crucial events of the 1950s in Sophiatown,
one of the most important decades in the history of black political struggles in South Africa.
Jan Swafford’s biographies of Charles Ives and Johannes Brahms have established him as a revered music historian, capable of bringing his
subjects vibrantly to life. His magnificent new biography of Ludwig van Beethoven peels away layers of legend to get to the living, breathing
human being who composed some of the world’s most iconic music. Swafford mines sources never before used in English-language
biographies to reanimate the revolutionary ferment of Enlightenment-era Bonn, where Beethoven grew up and imbibed the ideas that would
shape all of his future work. Swafford then tracks his subject to Vienna, capital of European music, where Beethoven built his career in the
face of critical incomprehension, crippling ill health, romantic rejection, and “fate’s hammer,” his ever-encroaching deafness. Throughout,
Swafford offers insightful readings of Beethoven’s key works. More than a decade in the making, this will be the standard Beethoven
biography for years to come.
Pieternella, Daughter of Eva opens in the early days of the first white settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, beneath the shadow of Table
Mountain, with the Dutch East India Company clinging precariously to a little piece of land - Robben Island - in Table Bay. Eva was one of the
first interpreters and intermediaries between her Goringhaicona tribe and the Dutch, and Pieternella's father was Pieter van Meerhoff, the
Company surgeon who was murdered by slave dealers in Madagascar. Pieternella and her siblings were among the first mixed-race children
born at the Cape and their lives are a manifestation of a sentiment often expressed by Matthee in this novel - that life can consist of heaven
and hell rolled up together in one bundle. After her mother's sudden and untimely death, the orphaned Pieternella and her brother Salomon
are sent to the hurricane- and drought-afflicted Mauritius, a penal colony at the time, to work as 'slaves' to foster parents. Pieternella barely
survives the exhausting sea voyage and a premature marriage becomes her salvation. Pieternella remains attached to the memory of her
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mother and is full of turbulent emotions about how she is both brown and white in the same body. What will her children look like? Is she
really only half-human, as she has so scornfully been told? Will she ever come to terms with who she is and find the peace and comfort she
yearns for? Through this remarkable true story, which took three years of intensive research into old journals, diaries and historical records,
Matthee has resurrected and breathed new life into the early history of the Cape, and Robben Island and Mauritius - the isles of banishment.
She skilfully balances the elements of Pieternella's life: love and shame for her mother, the impersonal might of the Company versus one
individual, and a slave who is freer than a free woman. She allows the historically misunderstood Eva finally to come into her own through the
eyes of her clever, sensitive daughter.
From Garth Nix, the author of the New York Times bestselling Old Kingdom series, comes a classic fantasy set in a world dominated by the
Ragwitch, a being of sinister, destructive intent. Quiet, easygoing Paul never expected to be cast in the role of savior. But his strong-willed
sister, Julia, has come under the thrall of the Ragwitch, and Paul himself is drawn not only into the creature's world but into a battle for Julia's
very existence—as well as his own.
"A great American tale told with a deft historical eye, painstaking analysis, and a supple clarity of writing.”—Jean Baker “My husband
considered you a dear friend,” Mary Todd Lincoln wrote to Frederick Douglass in the weeks after Lincoln’s assassination. The frontier lawyer
and the former slave, the cautious politician and the fiery reformer, the President and the most famous black man in America—their lives
traced different paths that finally met in the bloody landscape of secession, Civil War, and emancipation. Opponents at first, they gradually
became allies, each influenced by and attracted to the other. Their three meetings in the White House signaled a profound shift in the
direction of the Civil War, and in the fate of the United States. James Oakes has written a masterful narrative history, bringing two iconic
figures to life and shedding new light on the central issues of slavery, race, and equality in Civil War America.
In The Snow Sleeper, the art and meaning of storytelling is illuminated in four magically interwoven tales of friendship. In each, a narrator's
narrow vision is gradually broadened and transformed into piercing self-knowledge.
“I was immediately mesmerized . . . as brilliant as it is haunting.” —Toni Morrison In 1940s apartheid South Africa, Milla de Wet discovers a
child abandoned in the fields of her family farm. Ignoring the warnings of friends and family, Milla brings the girl, Agaat, into her home. But the
kindness is fleeting, as Milla makes Agaat her maidservant and, later, a nanny for her son. At turns cruel and tender, this relationship
between a wealthy white woman and her Black maidservant is constantly fraught and shaped by a rigid social order. Decades later, Milla is
confined to her bed with ALS, and is quickly losing her ability to communicate. Her family has fallen apart, her country is on the brink of
change, and all she has left are her memories—and a reckoning with the only person who remains by her side: Agaat. In complex and
devastating ways, the power shifts between the two women, mirroring the historic upheavals happening around them and revealing a shared
lifetime of hopes, sacrifices, and control. Hailed as an international masterpiece, Marlene van Niekerk’s Agaat is a haunting and deeply
layered saga of resilience, loyalty, betrayal, and how the passage of time cannot heal all wounds.
“A scatologocial black satire . . . Triomf may be the signal Afrikaans novel of the 1990s . . . A daring, vicious and hilarious flight of
imagination” (The Washington Post). This is the story of the four inhabitants of 127 Martha Street in the poor white suburb of Triomf. Living
on the ruins of old Sophiatown, the freehold township razed to the ground as a so-called “black spot,” they await with trepidation their
country’s first democratic elections. It is a date that coincides fatefully with the fortieth birthday of Lambert, the oversexed misfit son of the
house. There is also Treppie, master of misrule and family metaphysician; Pop, the angel of peace teetering on the brink of the grave; and
Mol, the materfamilias in her eternal housecoat. Pestered on a daily basis by nosy neighbors, National Party canvassers and Jehovah’s
Witnesses, defenseless against the big city towering over them like a vengeful dinosaur, they often resort to quoting to each other the only
consolation that they know; we still have each other and a roof over our heads. Triomf relentlessly probes Afrikaner history and politics,
revealing the bizarre and tragic effect that apartheid had on exactly the white underclass who were most supposed to benefit. It is also a
seriously funny investigation of the human endeavor to make sense of life even under the most abject of circumstances. “South Africa as
you’ve never seen it: a tale of incest and white trash. Funny, feisty, ferociously clever.” —Gillian Slovo, author of Ten Days “A world-class
tragicomic novel, the kind of book that stabs at your heart while it has you rolling on the floor.” —The New York Times Book Review
Literary Studies is currently going through a deep transformation, preparing itself for the launch into the twenty-first century. The present
volume, which is dedicated to Douwe Fokkema on the occasion of his retirement from Utrecht University, captures this transformation in a
number of squibs by a select international group of scholars. Topics dealt with are: canon formation, conventions, cultural relativism,
hermeneutics vs. empirical studies, and the problem of values, all themes very much central to current discussions in comparative literature
and literary theory. Taken together they form a variegated picture of a discipline in a changing world, continually involved, so to speak, in 'The
Search for a New Alphabet.'
Inside Madeleine is a powerful, daring new collection about the curious, complicated relationships girls have with their bodies, with other girls
and with boys. This eagerly awaited collection seethes with alienation, lust and rage. It's even more daring and accomplished than Bomer's
first collection, which Jonathan Franzen described as 'like being attacked by a rabid dog - and feeling grateful for it. This is some of the
rawest and most urgent writing I can remember encountering'.
The terrifying comic strip about a woman taxi driver--take a seat and buckle up for a wild ride
An approx. size A5 paperback address book (5.5" x 8.5" or 13.97cm x 21.59cm) with an alphabetic index. Each contact is on a separate
page. Each contact has space for name, home address, email address, post/zip code, website, home phone, work phone, mobile/cell phone,
birthday, company name, job title, and a special notes section. Approximately 256 pages in all. Would make a great seasonal gift for a friend
or a family member. (COVER : Arc de Triomf). Why not get the complete stationery collection ? DIARY, NOTEBOOK and ADDRESS BOOK !
Popular author and speaker John Pontius has once again written a classic! As the world anticipates its end, we Latter-day Saints are
preparing to build the city of Zion. with so much emphasis on building Zion physically on Earth, we sometimes forget that the best place to
build Zion is within our own hearts. John Pontius carefully details the importance of Zion in our own lives, opening our eyes to our oftoverlooked obligations and vast privileges. with hundreds of references from the scriptures and the prophets of our dispensation, the Triumph
of Zion Our Personal Quest for the New Jerusalem will guide you in obtaining the blessings of Zion for yourself and your family.
In this brilliant debut novel, Alexis Wright evokes city and outback, deepening our understanding of human ambition and failure, and making
the timeless heart and soul of this country pulsate on the page. black and white cultures collide in a thousand ways as Aboriginal spirituality
clashes with the complex brutality of colonisation at St Dominic's mission. With her political awareness raised by work wit the city-based
Aboriginal Coalition, Mary visits the old mission in the northern Gulf country, place of her mother's and grand-mother's suffering. Mary's return
re-ignites community anxieties, and the Council of Elders again turn to their spirit world.
The renowned Flor Peeters is known as an organist and composer from his native Belgium to all of Europe and both Americas. Little Organ
Book, consisting of hymn tunes and original compositions, has won special favor among teachers and students because of the clear
presentation of elementary rules for organ playing.

A book this genuine was needed! Sister Emmanuel offers throught it a pure echo of Medjugorje, the eventful village where the
Mother of God hs been appearing since 1981. She shares at length some of the personal stories of the villagers, the visionaries,
and the pilgrims who flock there by the thousands, receiving great healings. Ten years of awe have inspired this book. These 89
stories offer a glimpse into the miracles of Mary’s motherly love. More than just a book, this is a (one-way) ticket to happiness!
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“This book fills me with joy, as I too am a supporter, protector and propagator of Medjugorje. Sister Emmanuel’s presence in
Medjugorje is providential: she has a charism of clarity to explain in the messages and events of Medjugorje.” Monsignor Frane
Franic Archbishop Emeritus of Split (Croatia) “The Gospa is a Mom; she invites us to be her vehicles, really happy, and not
floating in the clouds. She calls us to be concrete like her. That’s why this book is important! It reveals the marvels our Mother
works in our hearts, through Med-jugorje. I pray to God for the readers: may this book help you, may these testimonies be an
example to change your life.” Marija Pavlovic-Lunetti One of the Visionaries at Medjugorje A must read! “The Hidden Child of
Medjugorje” (2007) Fr. Jozo Zovko says, “In this book, Sr. Emmanuel has gathered the most beautiful pearls! She offers them to
the reader that they may be enriched. It gives great joy, revealing facts, people and events of great value and teaching.” Available
in bookstores and online at: www.childrenofmedjugorje.com
This is the story of the four inhabitants of 127 Martha Street in the poor white suburb of Triomf. Living on the ruins of old
Sophiatown, the freehold township razed to the ground as a so-called 'black spot', they await with trepidation their country's first
democratic elections. It is a date that coincides fatefully with the fortieth birthday of Lambert, the oversexed misfit son of the house.
There is also Treppie, master of misrule and family metaphysician; Pop, the angel of peace teetering on the brink of the grave; and
Mol, the materfamilias in her eternal housecoat. Pestered on a daily basis by nosy neighbours, National Party canvassers and
Jehovah's Witnesses, defenceless against the big city towering over them like a vengeful dinosaur, they often resort to quoting to
each other the only consolation that they know; we still have each other and a roof over our heads. TRIOMF relentlessly probes
Afrikaner history and politics, revealing the bizarre and tragic effect that apartheid had on exactly the white underclass who were
most supposed to benefit. It is also a seriously funny investigation of the human endeavour to make sense of life even under the
most abject of circumstances.
Doctor Strange assists Doctor Doom in rescuing his mother's spirit from the demon Mephisto, in a novel in comic-book format
Kyp Durron, Luke Skywalker's rebellious and most talented student, steals the design for the Sun Crusher, a heavily-armored
spaceship with the capability of destroying suns, and begins a vendetta against the Empire
An approx. size A5 paperback notebook (5.5" x 8.5" or 13.97cm x 21.59cm) with lines on each page. Approximately 128 pages in
all. Great to have with you when you need to make those little notes at short notice. Would make a great gift for a friend or a family
member. (COVER : Arc de Triomf). Why not get the complete stationery collection ? DIARY, NOTEBOOK and ADDRESS BOOK !
In this memoir, the Chicago Bulls basketball star details his life on the court as an athlete and off the court as an activist. As a
member of the 1992 world-champion Chicago Bulls, a dashiki-clad Hodges delivered a handwritten letter to President George H.
W. Bush demanding that he do more to address racism and economic inequality. Hodges was also a vocal union activist, initiated
a boycott against Nike, and spoke out forcefully against police brutality in the wake of the Rodney King beating. But his
outspokenness cost him dearly. In the prime of his career, after ten NBA seasons, Hodges was blackballed from the NBA for using
his platform as a professional athlete to stand up for justice. In this powerful, passionate, and captivating memoir, Hodges shares
the stories—including encounters with Nelson Mandela, Coretta Scott King, Jim Brown, R. Kelly, Michael Jordan, and others—from
his lifelong fight for equality for Black Americans. Praise for Long Shot “A skillfully told, affecting memoir of sports and social
activism.” —Kirkus Reviews “Hodges has told his compelling life story with fiery passion, looping around a cast of characters
stretching from Jordan, Magic Johnson and Phil Jackson back to Muhammad Ali, Arthur Ashe and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, before
returning to the present.” —Guardian “Craig Hodges is someone I looked up to as a child & now as an adult . . . I read Long Shot in
like two hours, I couldn’t stop turning pages. There are so many hooks in it.” —Jesse Williams, actor, producer, director, activist “A
beautifully written, brutally honest book. If you loved the Michael Jordan-era Chicago Bulls, if you love black history, or if you are
fascinated by the politics of sports, I highly recommend this book. Simply put: Craig Hodges’ life is incredible and Long Shot is
invaluable.” —AETHLON: The Journal of Sport Literature
An approx. size A5 paperback diary (5.5" x 8.5" or 13.97cm x 21.59cm) with each day on a page, Saturdays and Sundays
included, 365 / 366 days. Can be used as an appointment maker, meeting scheduler, or as a personal organizer. Each day has
half hourly slots from 8am to 7pm, with an evening section as well. The diary also has a year planner, monthly planner, a calendar,
and a section at the back for personal notes. The diary is soft with a glossy cover. Would make a great seasonal gift for a friend or
a family member. (COVER : Arc de Triomf). Why not get the complete stationery collection ? DIARY, NOTEBOOK and ADDRESS
BOOK !
As the novel builds to a harrowing conclusion, Eprile fuses a searing political and cultural satire with a haunting coming-of-age
story to render South Africa's turbulent past with striking clarity.
A middle aged lexicographer, Helena, travels alone to Durban to assist in the creation of a dictionary of Afrikaans words that have
fallen out of use. Shortly after her arrival, her flat is burgled and her precious lifetime's collection of shells is stolen. Meeting with
indifference from the local police, she decides to investigate the crime on her own, with the help of her new friend Sof who works
at the Museum of Natural History. While investigating the crime, Helena reflects on her life and her ex husband, daughter,
childhood and her married boss who she is falling for.
A child wanders too far into the Knysna Forest ... he never returns. Nine years later government officials working on a census find
a white child living with a Coloured family in the mountains beyond the forest. They take him away from the stricken Fiela, who has
brought him up as her son, and give him back to his 'original' family. Stunned and helpless, Benjamin waits for Fiela to reclaim
him. But, powerless against authority, Fiela never comes. Benjamin has to grow up before he can go in search of the truth ...
Soon to Be a Major Motion Picture Set in the north of England, Pat Barker's Border Crossing portrays a child psychiatrist who
rescues a man from drowning one day while walking on a beach in Northumberland. Uncannily, he recognizes the man; it's Danny
Miller, a child murderer at whose trial he once gave evidence. Since the trial, he has reconsidered that evidence and found it
lacking. Now he confronts the man whose altered fate may be his responsibility.
At a time when people are living into their tenth decade, the longest longitudinal study of human development ever undertaken
offers welcome news for old age: our lives evolve in our later years and often become more fulfilling. Among the surprising
findings: people who do well in old age did not necessarily do so well in midlife, and vice versa.
How can you speak when speech has been taken away? When the only person listening refuses to understand? Milla, trapped in
silence by a deadly paralysing illness, confined to her bed, struggles to make herself heard by her maidservant and now nurse,
Agaat. Contrary, controlling, proud, secretly affectionate, the two women, servant and mistress, are more than matched. Life for
white farmers like Milla in the South Africa of the 1950s was full of promise - newly married, her future held the thrilling challenges
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of creating her own farm and perhaps one day raising children. Forty years later, the world Milla knew is as if seen in a mirror, and
all she has left are memories and diaries. As death draws near, she looks back on good intentions and soured dreams, on a brutal
marriage and a longed-for only son scarred by his parents' battles, and on a lifetime's tug-of-war with Agaat. As Milla's old white
world recedes, in the new South Africa her guardian's is ever more filled with the prospect of freedom. Marlene Van Niekerk's is a
stunning new literary voice from South Africa, to compare to J.M. Coetzee and Nadine Gordimer.
In this original and provocative book, Colin Dayan tackles head-on the inexhaustible world, at once tender and fierce, of dogs and
humans. We follow the tracks of dogs in the bayous of Louisiana, the streets of Istanbul, and the humane societies of the United
States, and in the memories and myths of the humans who love them. Dayan reorients our ethical and political assumptions
through a trans-species engagement that risks as much as it promises. She makes a powerful case for questioning what we think
of as our deepest-held beliefs and, with dogs in the lead, unsettles the dubious promises of liberal humanism. Moving seamlessly
between memoir, case law, and film, Dayan takes politics and animal studies in a new direction—one that gives us glimpses of how
we can think beyond ourselves and with other beings. Her unconventional perspective raises hard questions and renews what it
means for any animal or human to live in the twenty-first century. Nothing less than a challenge for us to confront violence and
suffering even in the privileged precincts of modernity, this searing and lyrical book calls for another way to think the world.
Theoretically sophisticated yet aimed at a broad readership, With Dogs at the Edge of Life illuminates how dogs—and their
struggles—take us beyond sentimentality and into a form of thought that can make a difference to our lives.
The Roman civil war has come to its conclusion – Pompey is dead, Egypt is firmly under the control of Cleopatra (with the help of
Rome's legions), and for the first time in many years Julius Caesar has returned to Rome itself. Appointed by the Senate as
Dictator, the city abounds with rumors asserting that Caesar wishes to be made King – the first such that Rome has had in
centuries. And that not all of his opposition has been crushed. Gordianus, recently returned from Egypt with his wife Bethesda, is
essentially retired from his previous profession of ‘Finder' but even he cannot refuse the call of Calpurnia, Caesar's wife. Troubled
by dreams foretelling disaster and fearing a conspiracy against the life of Caesar, she had hired someone to investigate the
rumors. But that person, a close friend of Gordianus, has just turned up dead – murdered -- on her doorstep. With four successive
Triumphs for Caesar's military victories scheduled for the coming days, and Caesar more exposed to danger than ever before,
Calpurnia wants Gordianus to uncover the truth behind the rumored conspiracies -- to protect Caesar's life, before it is too late. No
fan of Caesar's, Gordianus agrees to help – but only to find the murderer who killed his friend. But once an investigation is begun,
there's no controlling what it will turn up, who it will put in danger, and where it will end.
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